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Anomalous (muon) magnetic moment 

Dirac theory ,  g is exactly 2 

Higher order can 
cause a shift !





E821 exp. : Beam Line
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Calorimeters

-- electrons/positrons decayed from 
muons are measured by calorimeters  



Key component

(1) (2)

if g==2,  the anomalous precession frequency = 0



[ Question from Xin ]

The dependence of !a on the electric field is eliminated by storing 
muons with the ‘‘magic’’ gamma? 
Why this gamma is “magic”? 

am ~ 1.16*10^-3  => ~ 0 , if g = 29.3

vanish

but ,,, the systematics are considered since the beam momentum has distribution 

Precisely determine w & B is essential !



Explanation I.



Explanation II.

By setting threshold of electron/positron to be detected, 
the count/energy distribution oscillate



[ Question from Shan ]

How to determine the initial value of the N0,A and phi_a in Equation 2 ? 

This represent the modulation .
It is explained that the fitting is done by 5 free parameters ..... 





Additional : 

Things are not so simple , , ,  



[ Question from Kai ]

Why they use values of proton in this analysis, such as NMR 
frequency ¥omega_{p}, and the magnetic moment in ¥lambda

wp is related to the measurement of B-field, 
which is measured/calibrated by NMR using proton  

the very details are not checked yet. 



B-field measurement 

-- Absolute calibration 

-- whole measurement

-- point measurement (continuous) 

-- smoothing  

Need . . . 

--

Accomplish this precision is one of key elements for g-2 exp.



NMR Trolley

“It can pulled through 
the storage ring”

Need calibration of the probes !



[ Question from Yuhang ]

In Fig.2.What is the meaning of using high-n and low-n?



Why is the filed focusing index n is so important? because by changing 
it's value, also reduced the correlation between the CBO and detector 
gain effects in the fits to the time spectrum. 

[ Question from Amit ]

It is also related question 



Residual frequency 

in 2000, n = 0.137, 
corresponding to CBO 
frequency of 466 kHz

Close to twice the g-2 
frequency .....  bad situation

Change “n” so as the CBO frequency 
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